
2017 ACE Awards

Category 5: Best Building Project – Specialty Contractor ($2 - $6 Million)

Specialty Contractor: Absolute Caulking & Waterproofing, Inc. (ACW)

Project Name: Union Denver

Project Overview

When Holland Construction sent us the invitation to bid the Union Denver project, the

renderings were beautiful and complex. The project was impressive. We wanted to be part of it

because we knew we could help to execute the ambitious design.



Over the course of the next 2 years we would encounter challenges and face them head on with

our company's core value of solution focus. We had the sincere pleasure of being part of a team

of people who put their most earnest efforts and honest intention into creating a truly luxurious

living and retail space in our beloved city.

From the very first coordination meeting, it was clear that the design team was trying to break

the mold. This was a full city block 3-tower structure built atop one single podium deck with 2

stories of below grade parking. If that wasn’t tough enough, there was to be parking on levels 1.5

and 2 directly over all of the level 1 retail space to be leased to Whole Foods and Rite Aid.

Ensuring this building was watertight was going to be a challenge and we all knew it. But we

were ready, and it was obvious to me all members of the project team were more than capable of

attacking the project together. From the design phase, to project completion 2 years later, that's

exactly what we all became. One team.

Solutions of special problems

Waterproofing below grade downtown structures is always challenging. Zero lot lines make for

crowded sites. Blindside lagging walls require sophisticated waterproofing systems installed by a

highly trained and specialized crew. Warrantable installations require vigilant inspection and

coordination between the waterproofing installer, third party engineers, and the manufacturer.

GCP's Preprufe system was an elegant solution to the challenges, and the support we received

from the GCP team was priceless.

Holland and ACW's field management teams worked together to overcome a uniquely

challenging install on the south elevation of the below grade waterproofing. After carefully

excavating against the previously completed Union Station bus tunnel, a new two-sided formed

wall stood next to the existing structure. ACW was tasked with applying a traditional self-

adhered waterproofing system which presented two distinct challenges:



GCP Preprufe Install in Progress/ South Elevation at bottom left

1. We faced immediate and serious health concerns. A confined space was created by the

cast in place concrete and the existing tunnel wall. We devised an ingenious safety plan

which allowed us to enter the 20-foot hole safely. Air/Gas monitors were used at all

times with egress ladders installed every 50'. Construction fans were placed at each end

of the trench to keep heavy hazardous chemical fumes from lingering. Each employee

was harnessed and tied to ropes. The workers and a separate attendant each had two-way

radios for communication. If any monitors alarmed, immediate evacuation was to take

place. If anyone lost consciousness, the attendant was to call emergency personnel and

pull the harnessed employee up the egress hill. The certified and trained foreman was

then to perform CPR and first aid until emergency personnel arrived. The install was

completed safely without incident due to the team’s dedication to high safety standards.

2. The two-sided form wall created its own quality control challenge. The rebar ties had

created hundreds of penetrations that needed to be meticulously detailed in order to

ensure the wall remained watertight for the life of the building. This required skillful



installers with patience and diligence. Due to our relentless pursuit of excellence and our

core value of continual training and development, ACW has some of the most skilled

water proofers in the industry. The wall is watertight to this day.

While the below grade waterproofing install presented a number of hurdles, the largest challenge

on the project was posed by the overhead dimension concerns at the level P2 parking garage.

The thickness of our waterproofing and insulation assembly had not been taken into account

during design. The thickness of our system, along with the concrete overburden, would not

allow for the required clearance heights at the P2 parking level. This challenge was caused by a

simple miscommunication between members of the design team and was eventually solved by

the operations teams from all parties involved. ACW worked with Holland and the engineers to

ensure we had a warrantable system installed per plans and specifications while also having the

lowest possible thickness to meet the height requirement. Consistent quality control and very

careful install ensured that the overhead height requirements were met and the project was able

to continue.

Excellence in Project Execution/Management and Team Approach

Excellence is our company’s first core value. Our focus on pre-project planning, field oversight

and development of repeatable management systems prove that our pursuit of excellence is

holistic.

At Union Denver, ACW utilized scope specific crews led by specialized Superintendents

overseeing 7 separate scopes of work. The work was done safely and efficiently over 500,000



square feet of varying horizontal and vertical substrates. This management approach not only

ensured high quality install of contracted items, but it gave ACW the freedom and ability to

complete many additional items for Holland Construction in excess of our contract scope.

Temporary waterproofing systems, additional metal flashings, third party contracting, material

distribution and many other miscellaneous items were all provided in order to keep the project on

schedule and moving forward. In the end, our schedule of values contained over 250 items.

Administrative excellence is also taken very seriously at ACW. Our Controller has pioneered

sophisticated systemization which allowed her to submit monthly payment applications timely

and precisely. All billings for our team of second-tier subcontractors and suppliers were handled

directly through Textura. The application process was condensed to a strict 24-hour period.

This whirlwind was managed and mitigated expertly every month.

Construction Innovations/State of the Art Advancement

Post tensioned concrete has a mind of its own. Pedestrian access decks of this type very often

slope back towards the building due to tension curl at the edge of the slab, which we identified at

a number of decks on this project. Additionally, many of the decks at Union Denver were



required to be ADA compliant with proper slope grade and coefficient of friction. ACW

presented a viable solution that achieved both positive waterproofing slope away from door

thresholds, and the required ADA compliance. We utilized revolutionary sloping methods in

coordination with our sanded waterproofing membranes to solve multiple concerns hidden under

an architecturally pleasing concrete finish.

Environmental/Safety:

ACW is dedicated to the environment

through responsible product sourcing. We

worked with Holland to price and submit

products with recycled and neighbor

friendly materials which contributed to

LEED Gold status. Due to ACW’s financial

commitment to safety training and products,

as well as our sophisticated approach to

safety inspection, we worked over 31,000-

man hours without a lost time injury. Our

team contended with the many safety

hazards posed by hot kettles, bosun chairs,

swing-stages, confined spaces, and boom

lifts nearly every working day. We were at

maximum exposure and yet maintained a

healthful and safe working environment for

our employees and the employees of other

companies working near us. The sensitive

demands of downtown work also require

that we plan for neighboring buildings and

the tenants therein. We worked hard to

develop dust free grinding technology and

hot applied install methods that were

certified airborne silica and noise compliant

by onsite Pinnacol industrial hygiene testing.



Excellence in Client Service/or Community

Cash flow and finance management are amongst the most difficult challenges in construction.

ACW provided advance warranties and completion letters in order to prompt ownership to

release retainage early. More consistent cash flow allowed our project management team to

more freely authorize T&M work to assist the Holland team with requested non-contract items.

ACW’s site management team was in attendance and engaged in solution-focused coordination

at all required meetings. Hundreds of quality control reports, photo and field logs, man count

reports and all required testing documents were submitted professionally and consistently.

Punch lists were completed quickly and documented professionally.

Upon project completion, Holland and ACW leadership met to discuss lessons learned. This

meeting of 12 members of the project management and estimating teams from both companies

was extremely fruitful. Our agenda was to count successes we all aimed to replicate on future

projects and honestly confront the challenges we faced together. Having an open discussion

fostered efficient mitigation techniques we could both use moving forward. No ego, no pride;

Just learning from the actual results of a project we were all proud of. We did together what

none of us could do alone; we turned those beautiful renderings into a precisely executed project

that stands as a testament to what can be possible when many people become one team.




